
Thank you for your purchase of the Fog-Stop.com foil. 

The Fog-Stop.com foil is the leading anti-fog foil in 

paintball sports and may also be used on other 

products like helmets or mirrors in your bathroom, 

wherever fogging blocks your view. 

The Fog-Stop.com foil acts like a sponge; it absorbs the 

humidity and stays clear and transparent at the same 

time. This is the essential difference in comparison to 

lenses without protection and lenses with an „anti-

fogging coating”; these glasses will steam up while the Fog-Stop.com protected lens will 

stay clear and transparent and let you enjoy a clear view. 

 

The Fog-Stop.com foil consists of three layers: 

a) Protective foil, Protection will be given during the fixing of 

the Fog-Stop.com foil, it will be removed at step 8 (version1: 

green, version2: clear) 

b) Fog-Stop.com foil, the anti-fogging solution will be applied 

to the inside of the lens. 

c) Transferring foil on the sticky side. Will be removed at step 4 

(version1: clear, version2: clear with a cropped top right 

corner)  

 

Application 

The Fog-Stop.com foil is available in three sizes: 

a) 40 x 200mm „narrow“ 

b) 80 x 200mm „wide“ 

c) 210 x 295mm „A4“ 

The foil can be fully applied to 2D curved lenses (one-way bent lens). On 3D curved lenses 

(two-way bent lens) only the narrow 40 x 200mm stripes can be applied permanently and 

without any bubbles. However, on theses lenses multiple stripes can be applied. 

Because of the diversity of lenses available on the market, the Fog-Stop.com foil is provided 

in „plus size“ so it can be adapted to the individual lens. 



Fitting 

1) Arranging & checking the position 

Place your Fog-Stop.com foil on your lens and 

control the final fit. Mark your desired shape on the 

foil using a soft marker and cut the foil. 

 

2) Remove your lens from the goggle 

Pay attention on your manufacturer’s manual please. 

 

3) Prepare the inside of your lens 

This is an important step. Even if your lens looks clean, all dirt, fingerprints and 

grease residues have to be completely removed. Please proceed referring to your 

manufacturer’s instruction. In general, microfiber cloths and soft cleaners work well. 

 

4) Take the clear transferring foil off the sticky side of the Fog-Stop.com foil. 

 

5) Hold the Fog-Stop.com at the edges and apply it to the center of the inside of your 

lens. 

 

6) Place the Fog-Stop.com foil all over your lens and while controlling its fitting. 

 

7) Apply light pressure to fix the Fog-Stop.com foil to the lens. Work from the center to 

the outside, will pushing out any bubbles that might appear. 

  

8) Take the protective foil off the Fog-Stop.com foils outside. 

 

9) Your lens is ready for use. 

Insert your lens with Fog-Stop.com protection into your mask. 

Pay attention on your manufacturer’s manual please. 

 

Care 

The Fog-Stop.com foil can be cleaned, please use a microfiber cloth and soft cleaners. Any 

damage to the foil (like scratches or any similar detriment) will not impair the Fog-Stop.com 

foil’s function at all. 


